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says. ‘The winery was buried throughout its 
length to avoid stealing the limelight from the 
landscape.’

As a result, the vineyard itself – not the win-
ery – remains the landscape’s main character 
according to VIK, which was established by 
Norwegian entrepreneur Alexander Vik. 

By submerging the 16,000m2 building, the 
firm also avoided the need to install air-condi-
tioning in most of its spaces, instead using a nat-
ural free-cooling system. 

Radić was keen that the design of the build-
ing should show the manufacturing process 
rather than conceal it. The roof spans a vast 
vat hall of stainless steel fermentation tanks 
and overhead walkways. A tensile design 

formed by a double membrane of PTFE was 
the  commonsense choice – both practically and 
conceptually – says Radić. He had previously
considered using a pneumatically, pre-stressed 
roof structure with PVC but this proved too  
expensive, so instead specified a standard steel 
structure with two layers of PTFE membrane. 

‘The membranes are a simple high-tech ma-
terial and very easy to use when you choose the 
right project, although – oddly – many people 
do not consider them as permanent structures, 
but simply as something ephemeral. This read-
ing is very important for me because it allows 
the building to be seen as something more ten-
der, less invasive,’ says Radić.

Among other important factors were the 

DOUBLE-MEMBRANE ROOF
The PTFE roof was achieved through a 

collaboration with Birdair, the American 
specialist tensile membrane contractor

which designed and executed the structural 
steel and membrane roofing system. The 

roof structure comprises 11 lenticular
steel trusses interconnected with circular

hollow sections and supported on reinforced 
concrete walls. These trusses were produced 
in China for Birdair before being transported 

to Chile and assembled on site, with the
trusses fixed to steel bearings at the top of 

the concrete walls. The inner and outer PTFE 
skins span the space between the top and 

bottom members of the trusses.
In the installation, rolls of the Sheerfill II 

outer membrane were tensioned over the
top of the steel trusses. The corresponding 

inner PTFE lining was hoisted into place 
beneath using steel cables fixed at the eaves. 

All joints between the sheets are PTFE, 
sealed using specialist, highly heated irons in

combination with heat-sensitive tape. These
form durable, permanent joints. Extruded 

aluminium clamping attached to the steel roof
structure is then used to connect and clamp 

the membrane panels. 
As well as providing the desired acoustic 

performance, the inner layer of the
Fabrasorb I absorptive membrane conceals 
the trusses and their associated steelwork. 
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1 Outer layer tensile  
PTFE roof

2  40m lenticular steel  
trusses connected by  
steel CHS on RC wall

3  Inner layer tensile PTFE  
 roof on steel cables
4   Courtyard roof over 

vinotec
5    Gantry access to wine 

vats
6   Vinotec (storage)
7  Wine fermentation floor
8  Guest reception and wine  

tasting area
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The winery was buried 
throughout its length to 

avoid stealing the limelight
from the landscape
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